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SINCE FIRST USED IN 1861, SERIAL NUMBERS ON LARGE-SIZE NOTES
had the least digits necessary to represent the number. For example, there
was one digit for 1 to 9, two for 10 to 99, three for 100 to 999, and so on
(Figure 1). When numbering reached the maximum eight digits, it reset back

to 1.
Each time the serial number increased by one digit, press operators had to

interrupt printing to change the numbering blocks that held the character wheels.
They removed the blocks, set the proper characters on the wheels, then replaced the
blocks and resumed production. They maintained nearly 1500 parts for the num-
bering blocks just for that purpose.

In April 1927, Bureau of Engraving and Printing Director Alvin Hall pro-
posed1 to Public Debt Service Commissioner William Broughton, to eliminate the
cumbersome process by starting the serial numbering at 10000001 for new serial
blocks instead of reverting back to 1. 

Because serial numbers were only used as identifying marks and not for
accounting purposes, the changes would not interfere with the various Treasury
offices that kept track of issued and redeemed notes. An an additional benefit, the
serial numbers on all United States and Federal Reserve currency2 would now have
the same number of digits.   
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Figure 1. Each of these serial num-
bers advanced one place at a time
up to 8-digits. Once the number
reached 99999999, it reset to 1 for
the next block. (Heritage Auction
Galleries)
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The innovation was not associated with the impending switch to small-size
notes, but part of a larger effort then-undertaken within the Treasury to improve
printing operations. Hall had proposed a solution that would "simplify the adjust-
ment of numbering blocks, eliminate lost production on account of these changes,
and reduce to the minimum parts carried on hand." 

Hall's idea differed conceptually from the eight-digit serial numbers with
placeholders, or leading zeros, that would be adopted for small-size currency. The
serial numbers on those notes always started at serial 1, but the simplified process of
having identically-sized serial numbers was carried forward. Hence the leading zeros.

Treasury officials immediately approved Hall's proposal, and the first
10000001 serial number was printed in the Series of 1923 $1 Silver Certificate H-D
block and delivered to the Treasury on April 12, 1927 (Figure 2). The next eleven
blocks for this issue also started at 10000001.3

Three other issues began at 10000001: Series of 1914 $5 Philadelphia
Federal Reserve Notes, C10000001B, delivered December 10, 1927; 1917 $2 United
States Notes, E10000001A, delivered January 30, 1928; and 1907 $5 United States
Notes, M10000001, delivered March 15, 1928.

The BEP skipped printing the first ten million serials for any of those serial
number blocks. This made it necessary to account for the "missing" notes in printed
totals and on delivery receipts (Figure 3). In each those cases, the serial number 1
note is really the 10000001 note!

No other large-size issues started at 10000001 because the Bureau started
no new serial number blocks after April 1927. The Bureau also never changed the
serial numbers on National Bank Notes because that class used a different number-
ing scheme.
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Figure 2. This was the one-mil-
lionth--not the eleven-millionth--
serial number printed for the
Series of 1923 $1 Silver
Certificate N-D block. (Heritage
Auction Galleries)

Figure 3. Notice the comment
"Omit 1 to 10000000" under-
neath the serial numbers for this
April 12, 1927 delivery of Series
of 1923 $1 Silver Certificates.
(National Archives and Records
Administration)
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End Notes

1. Hall to Broughton.
2. "United States currency" was Treasury parlance for legal tender notes, Gold
Certificates, and Silver Certificates. "Federal Reserve currency" referred to Federal
Reserve Notes and Federal Reserve Bank Notes.
3. Series of 1923 $1 Silver Certificate serial number blocks used were H-D, K-D, M-
D, N-D, R-D, T-D, V-D, X-D, Y-D, Z-D, A-E, and B-E.
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Fred:
Another twenty years have passed since the Iowa Obsolete Notes & Scrip revision

in 1993 on the original SPMC book printed in 1982.
I am asking again for help in updating what we know about the Iowa issues.
My requests are that if anyone has a Rarity 8 note to send a photocopy of it as it

may be the only one known or the second one.  Also, if you have a State Bank of Iowa
note please send a photocopy of it.  I will try to list the known serial numbers of all notes.  

Please send photocopies to Dean Oakes, PO Box 1456, Iowa City, IA  52244.
Everyone replying will be acknowledged and all photocopies will be acknowl-

edged.
At this time I don’t have any new discoveries to picture in this revision.

Sincerely, Dean Oakes

Can anyone help out a past SPMC President
on this new edition of his SPMC Wismer book?
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